What is the “Subtle Energy” in Energy Healing?

Lawrence E. Burkholder

Subtle energy is at the core of many modern alternative (holistic) healing therapies. Acupuncture, Therapeutic Touch (TT) and homeopathy are three popular modalities based in subtle energy ideology. Holistic theoreticians have combined the theory of vitalism—both eastern and western—with quantum speculation in forming modern energy ideology. This article’s premise—that subtle energy is really the action of personal, demonic spirits—is explored with reference to mechanistic-scientific, holistic, and biblical-theological paradigms. On the one hand, energy healing fails the tests of the scientific-mechanistic paradigm. Conversely, leading holistic theorists acknowledge subtle energy as psi; and also clearly note the role of spirits in it. Biblical theology traces such “nature” forces to the Old Testament doctrine of chaoskampf (conflict-with-chaos)—God’s creational conflict with Satan. The New Testament disavows any use by Jesus of subtle energy, and warns against false demonic signs and wonders.

[I contend] that subtle energy is really the action of personal, demonic spirits.

The purpose of this article is to identify the energy source(s) in alternative healing. The holistic community is quite clear that such energy is “subtle energy,” defined as, “A general term denoting energy that often exists outside the ordinary or positive space-time frame, i.e. magnetolectric (ME) energy which moves faster than light.” In this model, a person typically is seen as a web of interlacing energy fields; sickness and wellness are measures of how these energies function within a universe which is itself a vast network of energy fields. This is a modern version of the theory of vitalism, which may be defined as an essential, self-organizing, invisible teleological force that somehow permeates and gives structure to the material realm, including life. This vital force can have deficiencies, excesses, or mispatterning of its energy flows, and since wellness and sickness represent fluctuations in energy, the goal of vitalistic healing is to re-power or re-balance the energies.

Victorian era labels for vitalism included life force, physiological gradient, élan vital, biological energy, entelechy, and gestalten. Current descriptors include energy medicine, energy field healing, energetics, quantum energetics, quantum vitalism, vibrational healing, quantum healing, bio-energy intuitive meditation and others. The term coined...
for this article, “Vital Energy Medicine” (VEM), effectively captures the various connections among the philosophy of vitalism, holistic energy theories, and medicine.

To narrow the focus, three popular therapies have been chosen. These are acupuncture, Therapeutic Touch (“TT,” to be distinguished from massage, stroking, and hand-holding) and homeopathy. Each has deep historical roots as a healing modality and, as we shall see, an unabashedly vitalistic theoretical foundation. Therefore, together they form a particularly valuable database to assess the nature of subtle energy.

It will become clear that subtle energy theory raises profound questions about the nature of God and creation, their interrelationships, and especially their energies and powers. Against the claims of VEM, I shall contend that subtle energy is not an energy at all, but is the operation of personal demonic beings within healers and clients. This conclusion follows from a sequential analysis of subtle energy’s claims to be scientifically coherent, of its self-identification as a vitalistic/holistic philosophy and of the biblical view that “nature power” is demonic.

VEM and the Mechanistic-Scientific Paradigm

The mechanistic paradigm—whether Newtonian, Einsteinian or quantum—reduces reality to physical cause-and-effect phenomena. This reductionism is at once the paradigm’s strength and weakness, offering great descriptive and predictive power for restricted data fields. It likewise carries an inability to deal with issues of uniqueness—the creation of the universe and life within it—and of metaphysical truth: the existence of God. Current research in information cosmology and anthropic design, which shows a universe of incredible complexity apparently designed for carbon life, underscores mechanistic science’s limitations.

The mechanistic paradigm brings these same strengths and weaknesses to its analysis of energy medicine. For example, consider a homeopathic substance which statistically has no active agent molecules left after repeated dilutions. If the preparation nonetheless appears to have at least occasional efficacy, the explanations available to the mechanistic paradigm include: lack of observational data, the placebo effect, experimental bias, research incompetence, labeling (e.g., paranormal phenomena) or presently-obscure physical laws and processes.

In evaluating VEM’s efficacy, one notes first that up to 80% of ailments that doctors treat will self-heal with no treatment at all. In addition, VEM may offer healing-enhancing psychological benefits such as sympathetic listening, stress reduction, love and respect for clients, and building the person’s courage. But after these “soft” factors, is there scientific verification of energy healing claims? Though the evidence of the following nine research synopses at first seems affirmative, from a mechanistic perspective, the answer turns out to be “no.”

Is there scientific verification of energy healing claims? Though the evidence … at first seems affirmative, from a mechanistic perspective, the answer turns out to be “no.”

Acupuncture: Dr. Barbara Apgar performed a 1999 meta-analysis of nine trials involving 377 patients with chronic back pain and what the author calls “a poor prognosis.” The major finding was “that the combined results of the studies show acupuncture to be superior to various control interventions.” In a 1999 systematic literature review and meta-analysis presented to the Novartis Foundation by Adrian White of the University of Exeter (UK), he stated that there is “conclusive evidence” that acupuncture eases various pains, but that there is also “conclusive evidence” that it is no more effective than placebo in smoking cessation and weight loss. The Yale University School of Medicine performed a controlled study of 82 persons with cocaine addiction who were also on methadone. The study, reported in 2000, stated that 53.8% of patients were cocaine-free during the last week of treatment compared to 23.5% in the acupuncture control group, and to 9.1% of the control group which watched relaxation videos.

TT: Pioneer TT researcher Bernard Grad of McGill University reported results of clinical trials of laying-on-hands (LOH) by two healers in 1970. The trial tested the healer’s ability to restrict goiter growth in mice; the hands never touched the mice, but only held the mice cage below and above. The conclusion was that goiter growth was significantly retarded by the LOH procedure. A double-blind TT study done at JFK University found that surgically administered test wounds healed at a statistically significantly faster rate with TT treatment than did nontreated wounds. In 1997, Anna Easter, then a doctoral student at the University of Missouri, reviewed articles that reported on primary TT research in refereed professional journals. She chose nine as the best-researched trials, most of which claimed to show the validity of TT.

Homeopathy: J. Patterson and W. Boyd, “found the Schick test for diphtheria was changed from positive to negative by oral administration of alum-precipitated toxoid in a dilution of 10^6.” A 1997 meta-analysis of placebo-controlled homeopathic trials concluded that results “are not
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Despite this combination of flawed clinical trials and a psi-echoing inability to meet replication criteria, mechanistic research continues in hot pursuit of VEM’s [Vital Energy Medicine’s] holy grail.

compatible with the hypothesis that the clinical effects of homoeopathy are completely due to placebo.” The multi-university analysis reported 89 research trials which covered twenty-four clinical categories. Morag A. Taylor, of the Glasgow Royal Infirmary, led a study, reported in August 2000, indicating that homeopathic remedies for allergic rhinitis gave a 21% improvement compared to 2% for placebos.

Though these citations suggest that the three representative VEM therapies have some efficacy, they mask several problem areas. First, there has been a multiple selection process involving the reviews chosen for this tabulation, the studies which the citations excluded from their meta-analyses, and, of course, the original fashioning of the particular primary studies. The research quality difficulty is shown in Joseph Helms’ search for reputable trials for his analysis of acupuncture; he was left with only ten out of a start-list of over 150. In 1995 the World Health Organization published guidelines for clinical research in acupuncture, acknowledging in diplomatic language the truth of Helm’s assertion that “all acupuncture trials reported in the medical literature can potentially be criticized for flaws in design and execution.”

It is notoriously difficult to design acupuncture trials for several reasons. Trials must bridge western and eastern medical philosophies; true double blind trials cannot be done; sham needling is hard to define and often is nearly as effective as real needling; thus casting doubt on placebo controls; and acupuncture more than occasionally works when a pin is stuck randomly in the body. In addition, the alleged meridians, channels, and points do not correspond to the body’s blood vessels, to the peripheral or autonomic nervous systems, or to the lymphatic or organ systems.

The pattern holds for TT and homoeopathy. Easter’s nine “successful” TT trials were the survivors from a master list of thirty-seven which had been published in peer-reviewed journals. Though it was not a formal meta-analysis, a literature search of information on TT by the University of Colorado during 1993–94 noted that “there is not a sufficient body of data, both in quantity and quality, to establish TT as a unique healing modality.” This review—which included practitioners’ and skeptics’ observations—stated that “there is virtually no acceptable scientific evidence concerning the existence or nature of these energy fields. TT should remain on the curriculum, mainly for reasons of academic freedom.” As to homoeopathy, K. Linde, et al. found that only 31% of studies in 105 publications were reported in a fashion that permitted re-evaluation of the data. In 1996, an expert panel convened by the Commission of the European Communities examined 184 unpublished reports of controlled trials. Only seventeen were deemed qualified for consideration by the panel.

Second, VEM trials are often unrepeetable. French biologist Jacques Benveniste’s research with an anti-immune antibody solution illustrates the point. After four years of his own work, and duplications by labs in Israel, Italy, and Canada at Nature magazine’s request, he published his results in 1988. Nature printed an editorial disclaimer in the same issue entitled “When to believe the unbelievable.” It warned that the results were unproven, that they contradicted 200 years of observations and that their application to homeopathy would be premature. This disclaimer was triggered by Benvenisté’s conclusion that the diluted anti-immune antibody was still effective even when statistically there was only distilled water present. The dénouement came when skeptical observers went to his lab to observe further replications. Benvenisté, who had replicated the original experiment seventy times himself, was unable to repeat it fully in their presence.

In the same vein, Daniel T. Benor and Norman Shealy note that VEM does not meet replication criteria. Benor, who is a vigorous holistic apologist, calls the problem “vexing and serious”; he labels VEM as psi and regards its erratic replication as typical of such phenomena. Shealy, citing Lawrence LeShan, writes that replication should be redefined to be a standardized procedure conducted under conditions most likely to produce the desired outcome phenomena, here meaning TT clairvoyance.

Third, despite this combination of flawed clinical trials and a psi-echoing inability to meet replication criteria, mechanistic research continues in hot pursuit of VEM’s holy grail. Acupuncture, for instance, em-
employs a variety of exotic electrical and electromagnetic technologies. Helms lists SQUID (Super-conducting Quantum Interference Device), SLSEP (Short Latency Somatosensory Evoked Potentials), Kirlian photography (a procedure allegedly able to record the skin corona on a negative) and electrodagnostic measurements with skin galvanometers. The issue is complicated by the fact that acupuncture is claimed as a therapy for most branches of medicine, yet it cannot be demonstrated to function primarily through any single system, whether neuro-muscular, circulatory, neurohumoral, immune, or endocrine. That is not all. Dr. Felix Mann has been called the leading western acupuncturist. From his perspective as a medical doctor who has practiced and taught acupuncture for forty years, he states that neither meridians nor points actually exist. They function merely as conceptualizations. In the end, vitalists looking for mechanistic-scientific validation for acupuncture—like Stuart Hameroff of the University of Arizona—acknowledge that "... efforts to fully characterize its physical basis have been quite unsuccessful."44

Physical explanations of TT rely on healer-controlled inter- or intra-personal energy transfer of quantum and higher-dimensional energies. In 1992 the Nurse Healers Professional Association claimed "[TT] is a consciously directed process of energy exchange ...,"45 even though a person-to-person exchange has never been experimentally observed. In any event, the mechanistic paradigm cannot accommodate the theory. One, the human will must—impossibly—control physical energies of the magnitude of gravitation, the strong and weak nuclear forces, and electromagnetism. Two, the VEM postulation that subtle energy is faster-than-light vibrations is contradicted by Einsteinian relativity.

The active agent is homeopathy’s central theoretical problem, as the industry routinely markets solutions whose dilution can have no active molecule present. Homeopathy uses a labeling system based on either root 10 (using the Roman numeral "X") or root 100 (using the Roman numeral "C"). For example, a 30C (10030) solution has a ratio of one part "active" drug to a distilled water carrier of 1 followed by 60 zeros. This product would require a container of solution more than 30 billion times the size of the earth for it to contain even one molecule of the ingredient. Even more astounding, some functioning dilutions are 100,000C, that is, 1 followed by 200,000 zeros. These numbers explain Benveniste’s hypothesis that the original active agent had left a memory of itself in the distilled water. The memory theory prompted speculation that it might be possible to encode memory information within an electromagnetic field in polarized water. Thus physicist Bruce A. Robinson argues that science can come to only one conclusion about the hypothesized healing energy field. He says: It cannot be detected by any scientific instruments. If the field exists, then it is not formed from alpha, beta or gamma radiation, from electromagnetic radiation (radio waves) or from electrostatic, ultrasonic, gravitational or magnetic energy. It must be a totally new form of energy that is unknown to science and which bypasses all known sensors.53

In summary, original acupuncture, Therapeutic Touch and homeopathy trials are often flawed; there are problems of trial repetition; and the theoretical scientific basis for each therapy is implausible or impossible. On both evidential and theoretical grounds, the mechanistic-scientific paradigm cannot identify subtle energy.

VEM and the Holistic Paradigm

Although the VEM therapies under consideration employ radically different methodologies, they are all vitalistic energy philosophies. This may be seen, first, in the explicit designations of the therapies as vitalistic, then in the peculiarities of subtle energy phenomena they produce, and finally in the relation of both of these to theories of the structures of creation. Each of these distinctive deservers due attention, beginning with the following philosophical definitions of VEM energies.

Acupuncture is rooted in Chinese Taoism “The Way.” All things in the created universe arise from the Tao. And all things created in the universe are composed of the conflicting yet harmonious forces which are called Yin and Yang. When the physician considers any illness in the human being, he is looking for the imbalance between these forces and seeks to under-
stand where the life force, or the Ch’i or Qi, is deficient or overabundant.54

According to traditional Chinese medicine, the life force Qi is at the very heart of acupuncture.

... acupuncture depends entirely on the flow of Qi. The acupuncturist senses and directs Qi through the needle ... Without Qi there is no Chinese medicine. Without an understanding of Qi, Western medicine, with all its powerful science, will remain ignorant of the single greatest gift of Chinese medicine.55

Next, consider TT’s blend of Indian Hinduism ...

From the perspective of this philosophy [i.e. Indian], TT is primarily concerned with the use of prana, which is difficult to translate and define in Western culture, but may be seen simply as the vigour and vitality of the body and all the underlying processes, such as growth, breathing, and healing. In a healthy individual, prana is abundant, while a lack of prana is the corollary of a disease.56

with quantum57 physics.

The Therapeutic Touch Network (Ontario) believes that the technique ... involves a transition from the mechanistic Newtonian model to the acceptance of the Einstein paradigm of a complex, yet interconnected, energetic field-like universe.58

Homeopathy’s pedigree can be traced from Hippocrates through medieval alchemy, Renaissance natural magic, and eighteenth century vitalistic medical schools. In his first article on homeopathy published around 1796, German systematizer Samuel Hahnemann acknowledged the vitalistic principle.59 He wrote:

Incredibly great are the resources of the spirit-like vital principle imparted to man by the infinitely benevolent Creator, if we physicians did but know how to keep it right in days of health ... and in diseases to summon it forth and stimulate it up to the proper mark by pure homoeopathic treatment ... The spirit of the drug acts on the spirit in man.60

This modern description reiterates the spirit-nature of homeopathy’s action.

Practitioners believe that the body, not a drug, fights the disease. A person’s inherent vital force is stimulated to restore balance and bring about rapid yet gentle relief of the particular illness ...61

How are vitalistic subtle energies perceived by the human senses? Here are some personal accounts.

• One nurse says that she “gets odd vibrations from the tips of her fingers up to her elbows when she touches the surface of the body over a diseased organ or tissue.”62

• Another, a nursing professor, says: “I feel it as a thermal thing,” noting that “areas of low energy are warmer to her hand.”63

• A counselor who works with auras agrees. He says: “I can feel the fragments of [my client’s] energy on the palms of my hands.” He uses this ability to “heal” gaps in patients’ post-surgery auras in order to fight infection and relapse.64

• Barbara Brennan reports: “[Through clairvoyance] the acupuncture points look like little vortexes of energy or tiny chakras. An imbalanced acupuncture point will have energy squirting out of it, or it will feel like a tiny whirlpool that sucks energy in.”65

• “Frequencies associated with chakra colors and tones,” says Victoria Slater, “are not the same as frequencies of visible light and audible sound ... If they were, everyone with normal vision and hearing would see and hear them.”66

These VEM phenomena—heat, electricity or tingling sensations, clairvoyant visions, intuitive knowledge and so on—substantiate Benor’s equation of holistic healing with psi and the paranormal phenomena traditionally associated with psychic healing.

These anecdotal data highlight VEM’s central contention that there is an unbroken continuum between the instrumentally-visible physical energies and the instrumentally-invisible subtle energies.67 Gary Zukav writes in his New York Times best-seller, The Seat of the Soul:

You are a system of Light, as are all beings. The frequency of your Light depends upon your consciousness ...
The continuum of nonphysical Light extends below and above, so to speak, the frequency range in which the human exists.68

He makes it clear that “Light” is not mere metaphor; that physical light is seen via the five senses, but soul light operates at a deeper/higher level. This is illustrated also by Andrew Weil, director of the Program in Integrative Medicine at the University of Arizona, and a clinical professor of internal medicine. He refers to the physical energies of X-rays, CAT scans, radiation treatments, electrical nerve stimulation, magnets, heat, light, and sound. Then he speculates that scientific study might determine how subtle energy functions, identifying it as, “the kinds of energy that are found in ancient healing traditions such as acupuncture, tai chi, and qi gong, as well as homeopathy and the energy produced by energy healers.”69

Quantum holistic thinkers hypothesize the quantum level as the frontier between material energies and subtle energy. Slater, who is a TT practitioner and doctoral-level theorist, illustrates this with quantum electromagnetic (EM) healing. She states:

Infusions of [subtle] energy permit information-carrying EM waves to change. Changes of information, both physical and emotional, at a person’s quantum and EM core changes the person. Physical and emotional healing happens in an instant—when the information underlying the wound is altered.70

Even so, VEM theoreticians, including Slater, admit that subtle energy has only ever been detected through psychic means like clairvoyance, but never by instruments.71

In VEM anthropology, quantum energy is the basement of a multi-storied house consisting of quantum energy, subatomic particles, atoms, organic submolecules, DNA, cells, tissue, organs, and system.72 This sequence is the launchpad for claims that quantum-level energy manipulation is able to heal human diseases which, in the end, are problems down in the basement of a deficit, surplus, or mispatterning of quantum energy. The level below—or above, if the conceptual model is the theosophic seven-layer body—is where subtle energy begins.

Physicists, however, offer several trenchant category criticisms of the quantum argument: (1) quantum physics is not a complete description of reality but a statistical means of gaining information about systems; (2) it cannot account for biological reproduction; (3) quantum physics works for classes of elementary particles but not for living organisms where individuality arises; and (4) this uniqueness demands organizing laws which cannot be derived from the laws of quantum physics but which do not contradict them.73 This mechanistic rebuttal parallels remarks from transpersonal psychologist Ken Wilber, who agrees that holists are committing a category error. According to Wilber, quantum physics’ vaunted interpenetrability of fields is a mere one-dimensional experience of its own level. “What relationship,” he asks, “does ionic plasma have with, say, egoic goals and drives?”74

Fritjof Capra’s answer comes from a mystical vision on the beach in California. He says: “I ‘saw’ the atoms of the elements and those of my body participating in this cosmic dance of energy … I knew that this was the Dance of Shiva, the Lord of Dancers worshipped by the Hindus.”75

---

VEM’s fascination with quantum physics is not scientific but metaphysical … VEM supposes that subtle energies devolve from a higher dimension to the physical realm.

As Capra’s vision shows, VEM’s fascination with quantum physics is not scientific but metaphysical. Philosophically, VEM is monistic and fits within a framework variously called “The Great Chain of Being,”76 the “Perennial Philosophy,”77 and “The Primitive Tradition.”78 Whatever the label, the system is the venerable gnostic scheme in which a series of levels of being have emanated from the Absolute—the completely “other,” the ineffable One—to the human. The tally of levels does not matter. Huston Smith, depending on the Neoplatonic tradition, has four;79 Ken Wilber lists six, five of which he correlates to Hindu and Buddhist categories.80 (By comparison, a leading Gnostic, Basilides, had 365).81 The point is that VEM supposes that subtle energies devolve from a higher dimension to the physical realm.

Earlier, various healers’ anecdotal data gave a snapshot picture of subtle energy in action without trying to define it further. In the context of the gnostic structure of creation which VEM turns out to have, what does “subtle realm” mean? Wilber writes:

Beyond mind, according to Hinduism, is the vijnanamayakosa (what Buddhists call manas). This is a very high form of mind, so high, in fact, that it is better to refer to it by a different name—the most common being “the subtle realm.” The subtle is said to include archetypal processes, high-order insights and visions, ecstatic intuition, an extraordinary clarity of awareness, an open ground consciousness that reaches far beyond the ordinary ego, mind, and body.82
This definition is extremely elastic. In its archetypal usage, for instance, the subtle realm might mean Rupert Sheldrake’s morphogenetic forms, his variation of “Plato’s ideal, the alchemists’ *prima materia* and Jung’s collective unconscious.” Sheldrake proposes that the human body receives its pattern and sustenance through feedback loops which connect the subtle and physical realms. Second, Wilber defines the subtle realm as the place of “high-order insights and visions, ecstatic intuition, an extraordinary clarity of awareness, an open ground consciousness.” This is a partial listing of paranormal psi phenomena, which in VEM includes clairvoyance, clairsentience, retrocognition, and precognition, as well as various other psychic healing abilities. The holistic paradigm sees paranormal abilities as the “normal behaviour of some very sound, serious, and creative people.”

Finally, moving beyond Wilber’s definition, VEM defines subtle energy as disincarnate spirits. Carolyn Myss, a close Shealy associate, candidly links her healing power to cosmic spiritual presences. She describes the first time a being came and gave healing help. “Suddenly I was flushed with an energy I had never felt before. It moved through my body, as if it were pushing me aside in order to make use of my vocal cords ... A voice spoke through me to the woman …” The voice took the client back through a lifetime of memories of injury, trauma, and the like. Myss’ experience is echoed by many others who also refer to the healing help given by “spirit guides,” “daimons,” “disincarnate spirits,” and so forth.

A recap of subtle energy findings yields the following: that anecdotal and clinical evidence indicate that acupuncture, Therapeutic Touch, and homeopathy work occasionally; that these therapies fail the tests of mechanistic science because of selective and flawed trials, and theoretical implausibilities or impossibilities; that holistic theory sees creation as structured with higher-level subtle energies which flow into lower emanations to produce healing; that the subtle energy of alternative healing therapies is functionally equivalent to psi phenomena; and that subtle energy/psi phenomena are empowered by personal spirit beings.

**VEM and Biblical Theology**

In this section, I will examine spirit-empowered VEM healing from the stance of biblical theology. If, as I am arguing, subtle energy is really demonic manifestation, then a connection must exist between the demonic and the structures of creation. Scripture establishes this link with the interlocking theologies of creation and *chaoskampf* (conflict-with-chaos).

In biblical theology, creation begins, not with what or how as in mechanistic science, or with holistic philosophy’s Absolute, but with whom. God is a person and through the pre-existent Word, Jesus Christ, has created all things (John 1:3; Col. 1:16) by direct fiat, which he upholds “by his powerful word” (Heb. 1:3). Through a series of six or so creation typologies, Scripture repeatedly calls attention to God’s awesomeness as kingly Creator. For example, God as Author of an ordered creation may be seen in Ps. 95:3–4, “For the Lord is a great God and a great king above all gods. In his hands are the depths of the earth; the heights of the mountains are his also,” or Ps. 99:1, “The Lord is king; let the people tremble! He sits enthroned upon the cherubim; let the earth quake.”

God’s directly spoken word also creates humans. When Paul addresses the Athenian philosophers—they themselves well aware of emanationist thought—he specifically says that “The Lord of heaven … himself gives to all mortals life and breath … in him we live and move and have our being” (Acts 17:24, 25, 28). Paul’s words reflect Genesis’ statements that peoples’ bodies are from dust, *adhamah* (Gen. 2:7). The soul, *nephesh*, is directly inbreathed by God; and a 120-year maximum life-span results when God withdraws his spirit, *yadon* (Gen. 6:3). All of this mirrors the God-human, subject-object construct which ontologically separates God from the whole of creation. Biblical theology anathematizes holism’s theory of multiple correspondences which, in any one person, devolve from the Divine Energy Source through spiritual, soul, mental, astral, etheric, and physical bodies.

Nonetheless, God’s kingship over the good creation has been met with resistance, a situation which is reflected in the *chaoskampf* typology in Scripture. Various biblical creation stories allude to the mythological Canaanite monsters Tiamat, Leviathan

---

**If ... subtle energy is really demonic manifestation, then a connection must exist between the demonic and the structures of creation.**

Scripture establishes this link with the interlocking theologies of creation and *chaoskampf* (conflict-with-chaos).
In Gen. 1:2 imply a pre-creation angelic revolt, or refer to the unformed primordial material of creation which supports the notion that the earth was a wasteland unfit for human habitation, comes to harbor creaturely resistance later, or mean that to the unformed primordial material of creation which threatens human well-being. Isaiah 45:18–19 states that God did not create the earth formless and void. In fact, which threaten human well-being. Isaiah 45:18–19 states that God did not create the earth formless and void. In fact, this context, several demonic animals, including Lilith, the night hag or satyr, take up residence in the chaos (ha-satan, the adversary Satan ...). Edom's disaster also threatens Jerusalem; Isaiah 24:10). After Jerusalem’s destruction and Israel’s exile, Jeremiah couches his report in chaos language, “I looked on the earth, and lo, it was waste and void; and to the heavens, and they had no light” (Jer. 4:23). And when Israel languishes in exile, chaos reappears (Jer. 51:9–11) as a three-layered reference to the destruction of Rahab at creation, the defeat of Rahab at the crossing of the Sea, and as God’s promise of restoration from the [implied] Rahab of Babylon in the future.

Though Rahab, Leviathan, Behemoth, Tiamat, and Yamm are true opponents of God, they are strictly limited. When their corporate identity is conjoined as ha-satan, the adversary Satan ..., he is not an inherent part of God ... [nor] is his opposition radical Manichaeism, for there is no eternalnor equal competitor to God.

In continuity with these texts, Herbert G. May argues that the mayim rabbim (“many waters,” RSV) of Hab. 3:13–15 illustrate Yahweh’s conquest of Leviathan and Rahab in dualistic terms. May writes:

There is a suggestion of a cosmic dualism, for there continues throughout history the kind of conflict which is posited at creation when Yahweh's wind blew over the watery abyss, or at the time when, in the distant past, Yahweh slew the dragon Leviathan or Rahab, or conquered the rivers and the sea. In this sense, Yahweh's conquest over the enemies of Israel, whether at the Red Sea, or in the present, or at the beginning of the new age (cf. Isa. 27:1) is a victory over cosmic evil and wickedness, over the demonic, or more properly the dragonic.

It is crucial to clarify this dualism from the point of view of biblical theology and VEM. Though Rahab, Leviathan, Behemoth, Tiamat, and Yamm are true opponents of God, they are strictly limited. When their corporate identity is conjoined as ha-satan, the adversary Satan (Job 1:6; Rev. 12:9; 20:2–3), he is not an inherent part of God (Jesus' elder brother) as in C. G. Jung’s monistic quaternity. On the other hand, neither is his opposition radical Manichean dualism, for there is no eternal nor equal competitor to God. Satan is very much a created being whose opposition demands policing. Scripture uses enforcement terms like “piercing Leviathan’s nose,” “damning the raging Seas,” and “cutting Rahab’s helpers to pieces.” Other texts simply state that angels left their proper stations and were severely punished by God (Gen. 6:1–4; 2 Pet. 2;
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Jude 6). These data underscore that Satan’s opposition to God’s creational purposes are a consequence of God’s self-limitation, the necessary result of granting demons freedom to rebel (cf. God’s creational self-limitation with Jesus’ salvational kenosis, i.e. self-emptying, in Phil. 2:6–8).

Accordingly, the meaning of chaoskampf is unavoidable. Biblical theology rejects all benign and impersonal emanationism, and teaches the existence of a definite moral/spiritual dualism within creation, complete with hierarchies of personal evil powers with whom God still contends. In Judeo-Christian sources, these foes of God appear as Old Testament Canaanite nature deities, cosmic spirits of divination and astrology, as disease-causing demons in Intertestamental literature, as the spirits of illness which Jesus cast out, and as the principalities and powers in the pastoral epistles.

Today, these ancient nature demons manifest in part as subtle energy healing.

This generalized relationship between chaoskampf and subtle energy may be refined and amplified by reference to several New Testament healing data, beginning with Jesus’ stilling of the storm on his way to heal the Gadarene demoniac (Mk. 4:35–41). The structure of the passage leaves little doubt that the chaos of the sea and the deep first encountered in Gen. 1:2–3 has deployed the storm against Jesus’ ministry. Consequently, this powerful Satanic opposition to Jesus’ healing mission recapitulates God’s combat with Leviathan from of old. William Lane, quoting P. Reymond, observes that the sea is rebelling against its lord, kurios, and that the account “must be understood with all its cosmic overtones.” Lane himself states that Jesus’ order to the wind employs the same verb as when he rebukes demons in three other Markan [healing] texts.

A directly-related question has to do with the nature of Jesus’ power. The VEM community asserts that Jesus used subtle energy, labeled as dunamis, (power) in his healing miracles. The meaning which holistic theorists attribute to dunamis is borrowed from Egyptian thought transmitted via pre-Christian Greek philosophers like Poseidonius. In these cases, it did mean “cosmic principle,” and as W. Grundmann remarks, this ancient system stands for “dunamistic and manastic [preternatural] ideas.” But this is not the meaning of Jesus’ exercise of dunamis. There is no hint of an innate vital force or cosmic principle empowering Jesus’ healings; to the contrary, it is significant that the healing miracles were manifest only after his baptism in the Holy Spirit and his wilderness refusal to worship Satan. On the one hand, Jesus’ healings were direct functions of Holy Spirit empowerment and on the other of explicit rejection of the subtle-energy powers which are rooted in Satan and chaos. Thus Jesus’ healings were signs, not of a universally-accessible subtle power flowing through all people, but of the continuation of God’s battle with the demonic beings who inhabit chaos. Constantine Sarantis says:

… one common theme that runs through most of the miracles of Jesus is the theme of conflict. Jesus refers to his own miracles as “works,” and they are intended to recapture nature from the hostile powers of evil, sickness, and fragmentation. In the miracles of Jesus, God restores order and wholeness to his creation.

Thirdly, subtle energy healing is a prime vehicle of Satan’s deception of humankind. Consider Matt. 7:21–23, where at the last day “many will say to [Jesus]” that they have prophesied, exorcized and done powerful deeds in his name. In Luke’s parallel (13:26), the spiritually-deceived claim to have eaten and drunk with Jesus while he taught in their streets. In each case, Jesus’ answer will be, “I never knew you; go away from me, you evildoers.” This can only be if the “many” are unaware that the name upon which they called is not truly Jesus of Nazareth but an impostor. This is borne out in Matt. 24:24, where Jesus warns of false messiahs and false prophets who will produce great signs and omens designed “to lead astray, if possible, even the elect.” Paul also, in the direst language, warns against an impersonator in 2 Thess. 2:4. The Lawless One will exalt himself and take his seat in the temple of God, that is, in the human soul itself, “declaring himself to be God.” It is this same one, Satan, who in 2 Thess. 2:9 performs “power, signs, lying wonders, and every kind of wicked deception for those who are perishing.”

VEM’s vulnerability to and promulgation of deception must not be underestimated.
When it critically welcomes spirit guides who come as the Christ light, or equally deviously, as spirits who claim the name “Jesus,” VEM is, as 2 Cor. 11:4 says, in contact with “another Jesus.” Satan’s duplicitous and malicious use of subtle energy ideology is exposed by the fact that prayer in the name of the crucified and raised Jesus of Nazareth actually deactivates energy healers’ abilities. VEM operates through the practitioner and user as demonically-empowered psi, a conclusion fully consistent with VEM’s open reliance on disincarnate power spirits.

At the end of the day, Vital Energy Medicine has fatal philosophical, scientific, and theological views rooted in erroneous premises about God and creation, and their relationships. Mechanistic science’s assessment of these therapies will always be inconclusive, since the basic operation of VEM is preternatural. For its part, the holistic community stands in the tradition of Neoplatonic and gnostic world views, with a dash of pre-Renaissance natural magic thrown in for good measure. Theologically, Vital Energy Medicine has exchanged the worship of the Creator for that of the creation, and is therefore under God’s condemnation.
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